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Problems brought by polluted compressed air

Air is compressible; the air compressor does mechanical work to make itself smaller in size, air pressure increase 
after called compressed air.

Compressed air is an important driving force that is widely used in various industrial fields. All compressed air 
systems air comes from the atmosphere and the air contains a lot of dust, water vapor and unburned hydrocarbons 
and bacteria. In addition, the air compressor lubrication system will produce such contaminants. This oil is acidic, 
inferior and which doesn’t have any lubrication, Pipeline corrosion from compressed air distribution system also 
pollutes the air.

When air is compressed, the contained vapor (including oil vapor and water vapor) and dust concentration will raise 
sharply, oil, steam concentrate into large globules, mixed with a high concentration of dust particles, forming an 
abrasive acidic sludge.

Typically there are different contamination from the below sources, such as atmospheric dirt, water vapor, oil vapor, 
micro-organism.

Ingested contaminants appear in 
the form of water, hydrocarbons 
and particulates.

The compression process 
introduces lubricant and wear 
particles into the system.

Piping distribution and storage tanks 
foster contaminants in the form of 
rust, pipe scale and bacteria.

If there is no air treatment equipment installed, the above mentioned acidic abrasive sludge will enter your 
compressed air system, pipeline corrosion, damage pneumatic components and equipment, and to influence the 
final product quality.

Air Quality
The primary reason for using a compressed air filter is to remove contamination and improve air quality.

Better compressed air quality means less downtime of production processes and your higher profits, while also 
your satisfaction as a professional in this field.
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Aluminum alloy die casting housing 
with tightly structure and guarantee 
the operation safety.

The housings are protected by 
cataphoresis anti-corrosion 
treatment and allows filters 
worked in strong corrosive 
working condition.

Connections can be done in the Rc 
or NPT version. By installing 
additional equipment multiple 
filters of equal size can be joined 
together.

The lock sign reminds the bowl of 
housing screwed to this position

GVS provides purification and separation products for the entire compressed air 
system. A wide range of filters exceeds customer requirements for ISO 
quality class performance, service life and optimal energy saving.
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Fluorine rubber can effectively play 
a sealing role to prevent pollutants 
from passing through

Seam welded ,stainless steel inner and 
outer support cores enhance 
dimensional stability of the element

What are the benefits of regularly changing filter elements? 
•High quality compressed air - Guaranteed.
•Protection of adsorption dryer beds.
•Protection of downstream equipment.

•Reduced operational costs.
•Increased productivity & profitability.
•Continued peace of mind.

7 filtration element grades meet different 
requirements of compressed air.
Color coded end caps promote each of 
element identification

Special element structure makes air 
entering element accumulate and 
smoothly, minimizes pressure loss, 
improves the filtration efficiency and 
reduces system costs.
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Below flow rates of compressed air are calculated in rated working pressure of 7 bar (100 psi g) with 

reference  to 20 ℃ 

Product Selection
ACF series

Pressure Correction Factor
Calculate the minimum filtration capacity 
Minimum Filtration Capacity = Compressed Air Flow Rate x correction factor 
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  Air Filter Element Filtration Grades

PFFL01PFFL01 AOFL01 AAFL01 AXFL01 ACSFL01 ARFL01 AARL01
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Below flow rates of compressed air are calculated in rated working pressure of 7 bar (100 psi g) with 

reference  to 20 ℃ 

Product Selection
ACB series

Pressure Correction Factor
Calculate the minimum filtration capacity 
Minimum Filtration Capacity = Compressed Air Flow Rate x correction factor 
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  Air Filter Element Filtration Grades

PFFL01PFFL01 AOFL01 AAFL01 AXFL01 ACSFL01 ARFL01 AARL01
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Clean, energy efficient compressed air is the goal 
The key is finding the optimum balance of compressed air quality required, and minimizing the cost 
and energy needed to achieve that quality.

GVS’s  air filters tested according to ISO standards.

ISO Standardization
International Standard ISO8573-1 has become the industry standard method for specifying compressed air 
cleanliness, defines the amount of contamination permissible in compressed air, contaminants are 
classified and assigned a quality class, range from Class 0, the highest purity level, to Class 9, the most 
relaxed. 

ISO8573-1:2010
CLASS
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Applications

Compressed air as the main power after electricity, water and gas, has a number of favorable aspects 

to its use. It is safe, light-weight, dependable, and recycle from the nature, generated on-site. And the 

end users have a great deal of control over the compressed air pressure available and its quality. 

Applications for compressed air are numerous and have requirements from very simple to 

highly strict, GVS'S ACF Series air line filter designed for removing contaminates to protect 

downstream of equipment and save costs. The below list of applications is not a comprehensive 

listing ,but give an overview.



ACW & ACS Series 
CYCLONE GAS-WATER SEPARATOR
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Introduction

Existing problems in compressed air system
Compressed air system has bulk liquid that brings pipeline corrosion, the damages of valves, air cylinder and tools; 
reduce the efficiency of after air cooler and heat ex-changer and compressed air filter.

Water separators play an important role in the compressed air system
Gas Water separator is one of purification products without elements what is used to before air filter protect 
coalescing filters against bulk liquid contamination where excessive cooling takes place in air receivers and 
distribution piping.

Features
•Aluminum alloy die-casting  housing with tightly structure
•External surface epoxy painted for maximum  corrosion
•Static rotary vane, keep 99.9% high efficiency separation
•Flow rate: 1.0-70 m³/min
•Thread type: Rc/G/NPT
•Max. operating pressure: 16 bar (g)
•Can be installed in any position of compressed air system.

Installing benefits of high energy efficient
water separators

•For the removal of bulk condensed water and liquid oil
•Protects coalescing filters from bulk liquid contamination
•Reduce pipe rusting condition from water and the damages to valves,
cylinders
•High liquid removal efficiencies at all flow conditions.
•Improve air quality
•Reduce operational and maintenance costs
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Technical Data

Pressure Correction Factor
Calculate the minimum filtration capacity 
Minimum Filtration Capacity = Compressed Air Flow Rate x correction factor 
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Below flow rates of compressed air are calculated in rated working pressure of 7 bar (100 psi g) with 

reference  to 20 ℃ 

Product Selection





While every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this catalog, data are subject to change without notice. Results in specific application of GVS 
products may vary according to the conditions and applications. GVS assumes no responsability for demage resulting from incorrect use of our products.
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